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Helping your child gain confidence through action 
 

Sarah Measures 
 
Within a DIR program Greenspan and Wieder recommend that in addition to substantial 
amounts of Floortime, special needs children need opportunities throughout the day to 
practice problem solving.  Let’s explore what this means. 

 
Semi-structured problem solving involves a shared agenda, where the caregiver 
can teach a child something new by setting up challenges for the child to solve. 
The challenges can be structured learning situations that are meaningful and 
relevant to the child’s experiences or they can be spontaneous challenges, such 
as when the child has to solve a problem or confront something different in his 
environment to get something he desires.  The caregiver can create a new 
problem solving challenge whenever it becomes evident that the child may want 
something. Because problem-solving interactions involve creating challenges 
that motivate your child, semi-structured problem solving is similar to following 
the child’ s lead, which builds on the child’s interest and motivations. In problem 
solving interactions, however, the caretaker helps to create these interests and 
motivations. Stanley Greenspan, 2000. Clinical guidelines, ICDL, p 270-271. 

 
Many children with special needs have delays in motor problem solving, which a major 
contributing factor to many developmental delays. If this is true for your child, then the 
good news is that with patience, you can help your child to improve his ability to 
problem solve. The goal is to activate his thinking and actions so that he becomes a 
more confident problem solver and feels he can influence the world around him. 
 
Motor problem solving, also called motor planning, is “where we have an idea of what 
we want to do, we sequence on an unconscious level what we need to do in terms of 
the steps of that action, we execute it, and if there is some difficulty in executing the 
action, then we adapt our plan. “ Rosemary White 2002 November ICDL Conference, 
Quote from presentation. The child learns to do these three steps not just when he has 
a familiar problem to solve but also when he has a problem to solve that he has never 
seen before. There is likely to be a sensory processing component underlying a child’s 
motor planning difficulties and an Occupational Therapist should be involved in helping 
with understanding and treatment of this complex aspect of the problem. 
 
There are three main activities that your child must master to carry out motor planning: 
ideation, sequencing, and execution. Ideation involves understanding the problem, and 
developing a mental model of it.  Sequencing involves developing a solution plan, with 
ordered steps, including a concept of how to move your body to realize the solution.  
Execution is the actual movements your child makes in attempting to solve the problem. 
By actively finding opportunities throughout the day to practice motor problem solving 
you can support each of these stages. 
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With practice, you will build proficiency with the three steps of challenging your child 
with problems: 
 
Step 1 – Identify problems your child will be motivated to solve.  You must be on the 
lookout for potential learning opportunities, but how do you spot them? Ask yourself: 
What does he want? You are looking for subtle indications that he is expecting or 
wanting something to happen. Your child is motivated by his expectation.  
 
At first you may work on familiar problems which happen every day, e.g. how to get into 
the high chair, but soon the child needs to work on problems which he has never seen 
before. This is where the adults need to be creative in thinking up new challenges for 
the child so that his gets a lot of practice in thinking and organizing. This may occur 
when there is an unexpected deviation in routine activity. For example, its dinnertime, 
but his chair is in the wrong spot.  As he approaches the table he notices that something 
is wrong. He identifies that his chair is not in the usual place and is eager to get it back in 
place, so that he can sit down. 
  
Another possibility is when you see his interest or excitement peak.  Join your child in 
this interest – even if it’s unconventional – follow his lead. You can use naturally arising 
problems to develop his intentionality. (See the lists at the end for some possible 
activities that can be turned into problem solving opportunities, but also be on the 
lookout for ones that present themselves in everyday life.) 
 
Steps 2 – When you see an approaching good problem solving opportunity, stay 
connected with your child through language and body language, and patiently wait for 
him to recognize the problem.  Join him, recognizing the problem and sharing his 
emotions.  Your gentle encouragement and support are important, and help him to 
explore and frame the problem, and then attempt solutions.  
 
For example, the door will not open because the doormat is stuck underneath it. With a 
glance he may show you that he is frustrated or surprised that the door will not open. 
Your look in response joins him in his frustration. Empathize with his feelings and then 
encourage the process. Allow time for your child to develop a strategy himself for 
solving the problem, rather than prompting or telling him how to do it.  Watch him 
struggle a time or two with the door as he tests out his strategy of pulling the door to 
see if it will open. Approach your child with a supportive attitude, sharing surprise:  
 
C: “Open”  
Y: “What's the matter? 
C: “It’s stuck!”  
Y: “Oh, no, what happened?“  
C: (He looks around, at a loss for an answer.) “Help”  
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Y: (You pull on the door but it doesn’t open.) “It is stuck.” (You confirm his opinion.) And 
help him with testing his strategy.  
 
Stretch the problem out as long as possible, while supporting your child’s initiative. See 
if he can come up with an alternative strategy.  If not then offer alternatives solutions 
for him to choose from. Actively be your child’s helper, but don’t take over the process. 
Continue to follow his lead. Ask questions about his opinions and what he is thinking 
about the problem.  “What else can we do?”  Ultimately you want to expand your child’s 
sense of his ability to influence the world around him. 
 
Step 3 - As problem solving becomes more complex, continue to maintain an affective 
connection, but provide the minimal support your child needs to problem solve.  You 
might look down and point at the doormat, which is rumpled under the sill.  Wait while 
he explores the source of the problem. He may reach down and start to pull at the edge 
of the mat. Noticing that he is near the end of his tolerance for this problem, you might 
help him a bit more. You join him, making sure each of his tugging efforts pays 
dividends, and you slowly pull with him and saying, “pull, pullll.” “Pullll” he repeats.   
You say, “Darn doormat, it always gets stuck under the door.” You are his helper: the 
affectively connected collaborator.  You don’t direct your child.  You use affect instead 
of control, you more often ask questions than give directions. You use gestures and 
words simultaneously to articulate the problem,  and give meaning to the language. 
Through your action and your affect you model collaboration and action. More 
communication and more thinking is derived by slowing the process down. Less 
intervention sometimes results in more thinking. During execution, you encourage him, 
but avoid over frustrating him, and perhaps inconspicuously make up for small deficits 
in his execution.  Success fuels his learning. Through your attention, encouragement and 
empathy  you have fostered his emotional thinking. Through numerous back and forth 
interactions you have encouraged his communication skills.  
 
You use day-to-day situations where your child is motivated to achieve something new.  
His interest mobilizes his thinking, communication and actions, and expands his problem 
solving capacity – increasing his sense of his ability to influence his environment.  
 
Here are three examples of how to manage your child that says he’s hungry. 
 
Example 1 – Your child is hungry. 
You: “Would you like a Poptart?” 
Child: “Yes.” 
You go and get a Poptart and toast it. 
 
In this example, your child learns almost nothing.  
 
Example 2 – Your child is hungry 
Y: “You’re hungry?  Would you like waffles or Poptarts?” 
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C: “A Poptart.” 
Y: “The Poptarts are in the cupboard.” (You point to the cupboard.) “Would you get one 
down?”  
C: (trying) “I can’t reach it.” 
Y: “Don’t forget the stool.” (You point to the footstool). 
C: (Gets the stool, opens cupboard, gets Poptarts down. Struggles with Poptart box.) 
Y: “Go get the scissors.”  
C: (Child gets scissors.)  
Y: (You open the box and hand him a Poptart.)  “Hot or cold Poptart?”  
C: “I want hot.” 
Y: “Put it in the toaster.”   
C: (Puts Poptart in toaster starts it.) 
 
This example is better.  Your child learns how to follow one-step directions and to make 
choices, but not to problem solve. You are working with your child to achieve the goal, 
but you solve several problems for him.  The goal is to support him to develop strategies 
to solve each problem for himself. 
 
Example 3 Your child is hungry 
Y: “Are you hungry?” 
C: “Hungry.” 
Y: “A little bit hungry or a very hungry?”  
C: “Very hungry. “ 
Y: “OK we have to get food now!”  
C: “Cookie, cookie, cookie.” 
Y: “We don’t have a cookie, but we have Poptarts and lemons. Which would you like?” 
C: “I want Poptart.”  
Y:  “OK.” 
C: (Child just stands.) 
Y: “Let’s make Poptarts!” 
C: (Moves towards the cupboard.) 
Y: “I bet you know where we keep Poptarts.” (Your face shows a conspiratorial knowing 
look.) 
C: (with smile)  “Yes!” 
Y: “OK then… “ (Your hands and face signal encouragement.) 
C: (Moves towards the cupboard. Looks back at you, you smile agreement.) 
C: (Reaches up towards cupboard.) “Can’t reach it.” 
Y: “Oh, I bet you can…” (You look around as if searching for something.) 
C:  (Child pushes a chair toward the counter.”  You beam encouragement. 
He climbs up gets the Poptart box.) 
Y: “You got the box!”  (Your smile celebrates his success.) 
C: (Struggles with box.)   
Y: “It’s a hard one.” (You acknowledge the challenge. You remain interested in his 
progress. )  
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Y: “Do you think the box opens on the top or the sides? “ (Your face thoughtful.) 
C: “Top.” (You nod agreement and encouragement.) 
C: “I can’t do it. “(He puts the box down and waits for you to open it for him.) 
Y: “Boxes can be a little tough, but Poptarts are yummy.  I’m hungry too now. I wonder if 
there is a tab?  Where is it?” 
C: “Here.”  (Child pulls up on tab and you gently ease the glue loose from one end and 
your child feels the box open in his hands.) 
Y: “You did it!”  (Your face full of joy.) 
C:  (Opens box and takes out Poptart.  You hold out your hands to ask for a Poptart, and 
he hands you one.)   
Y: “Thank you very much!”  
 
Keeping circles going and continuing the problems solving you might ask:  Where should 
we eat our Poptarts?  What should we drink with them? I’ll get the special plates with 
the trains on them.  
 
When Dad gets home, you say, “Mark and I had Poptarts today, and Mark got them 
down and opened the box himself.  He figured out how to get those Poptarts and how 
to open them.  And those Poptarts were delicious.”  Mark is listening and taking in his 
accomplishment from a second point of view. 
 
In this example, your child has been supported to solve several problems.  He was 
rewarded for his initiative, ideas and strategies. His many interactions with you back and 
forth help to keep him regulated while he works on the problem. At each step small 
triumphs of initiation and execution were rewarded.  He was helped to be successful, by 
breaking a challenging step into small steps. The problem was novel, just a little 
different from any problem he has solved before. You celebrated his successes, even as 
you gently helped to introduce the next challenge.  The goal throughout was to use your 
strong affective engagement to support and encourage your child’s problem solving 
success.  
 
 Use the tasks and his responses to gain insight into your child’s thought process, so you 
can better support him. The more you understand, the easier it is for you to help him be 
successful. Use your knowledge of your child to provide enough support to keep him 
from becoming frustrated and quitting.  After presenting your child with a new level of 
challenge, something that is difficult, you may find it helpful to follow it with a series of 
safe familiar challenges to maintain the success. Be warmly supportive but not overly 
intrusive. Encourage him but don’t push too hard – and don’t do too much for him. Or 
move to fast. Enjoy his accomplishments and appreciate even small advances.  
 
How could you improve on example 3? Where there any missed opportunities? What 
are other possible ways to extend this play, while continuing to challenge your child’s 
problem solving? What would you do if the back and forth exchange was lost?  How 
would you reestablish it?  
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Having analyzed example 3, you can recognize that you can similarly analyze a videotape 
of your child’s interactions.  What’s working and what isn’t? Where does his problem 
solving break down?  How is his ideation? Sequencing? Execution? What steps can you 
take to better support him?  What changes do you see from last week’s or last month’s 
tape? 
 
Sometimes the assessment of what your child is capable of doing can be tricky because 
it varies from day-to-day and hour-to-hour.  It is affected by his mood, recent events, 
how tired he is, what else is going on around him, etc. It is easy to accidentally over 
challenge your child, usually you can quickly repair the back and forth interaction, but 
sometimes it is lost. If you inadvertently over challenge your child, provide support, 
comfort and then begin again: reestablish a warm connection and then offer simple 
choices, always building on what he would like to do, following his lead.  Try to 
recognize the nature of his problem solving difficulties, and approach them more 
cautiously, breaking them down into smaller steps, and backing off before his 
frustration builds. 
 
You are encouraging interaction with you throughout the task and looking for some part 
of the problem to be novel rather than learned by rote. (This approach is different from 
multiple step tasks, where the goal is for your child to independently follow a certain 
number of steps of familiar action.) Your child’s interactions with you and your support 
are in themselves motor planning steps, since they are inevitably unique each time. 
Sometimes parents who are wonderfully attuned to their children compensate for their 
children’s motor planning challenges by doing a lot or things for them. The trick here is 
to both be supportive and tuned in and simultaneously challenge your child to greater 
independence of thought and action. Through your collaborative partnership, your child 
gains confidence in his own ability to figure things out.   
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Opportunities for Working on Problem Solving 
The particular problem is not important, only the fact that your child is motivated to 
solve it with you.   Match the problem to your child’s interests and abilities.  What does 
he want to do?  What are his expectations? 
All things you routinely do for your child 
All things your child expects or waits for you to do 
All things your child already expects to do himself 
All things your child desires or expects to have or go to 
Challenges that arise in daily living 
 
Proviso: Choose activities which appeal to you. Avoid those which are going to push 
your bottons. If you like complete control of your kitchen do not choose cooking. If 
messy activities drive you crazy then do not do finger painting.  If you love trains then 
follow your own affect too.  
 
Examples of Turning an Every Day Activity into Problem Solving 
Child’s chair not close to the table when mealtime arrives 
Bottle not open when you are trying to pour juice 
Find something at the back of the fridge 
Grandpa comes in starts to take off coat, child pulls at his sleeve 
Serve drinks on a tray with a small jug of water and an upside down glass 
Bathtub empty of water when its bath time 
Shoes hidden from usual resting place, or one missing. 
Changing the shelf locations of favorite books, tapes etc. 
Put markers in a new container which child has not yet learned to open 
Mix puzzle pieces of two or three puzzles  
Bury desired objects under other toys and very different objects 
Hide the desired object from the place where child last put it 
Create obstacles for your child to get around, move, or restore to the correct position 
Offer pens/markers which do not work 
Sit in your child's special place 
Change the environment frequently to encourage flexibility, create problems and 
expand discussion 
Move expected objects (change drawer content, change content in baskets) 
Rearrange furniture and create problems  
Hang up pictures from magazines at eye level and change frequently 
Put desired objects in boxes to open, untie, remove tape or rubber band 
Object needs to be fixed using tools, tape, rubber bands, 
 
Every Day Activities to generate interaction and problem solving 
Feeding the cat  
Feeding the ducks 
Brushing shoes 
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Saddling a horse 
Launching a canoe 
Hanging ornaments on a Christmas tree 
Filling a wading pool with water 
Replacing batteries in a flashlight 
Making an obstacle course with your children 
Sawing a piece of wood 
Getting the swimming bag ready 
Matching socks 
Building a fire  
Putting up a tent 
Wrap a present 
Water plants 
Discover the over flow on a sink 
Shine shoes 
Make a kite 
Add staples to a stapler 
Use a compass to find north, south, east and west 
Repair a torn page with Scotch tape 
Use colored stickies to designate where each person sits at the table (different color for 
each person) then move them around. 
Starting with a paper clip try to make a straight wire 
Fold a paper airplane. 
Play a CD or a DVD. 
Use a remote to control the channel or volume on a TV. 
Lock a car door. 
Tie a knot. 
Pull some weeds. 
Find the big dipper. 
Make kazoo (Fold wax paper or the paper from breakfast cereal liner over a comb and 
put the comb back in your mouth and hum.) 
Look inside a toilet to see how the handle let’s the water flush 
Put batteries into a flashlight (notice which end is positive) 
Use a magnifying glass to look at a bug, or burn wood. 
Flatten an aluminum can for recycling. 
Put a stamp on a letter. 
Take a photo. 
Change a light bulb. 
Set an alarm clock. 
Use a paper punch to put holes in a piece of paper.   
Use colored paper and make lots of dots and then glue the dots on sheet of paper to 
make art. 
Sharpen a pencil. 
Empty a wastepaper basket into the trashcan. 
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Pick flowers and arrange them in a vase. 
Assemble a balsa wood glider. 
Transfer liquids using a funnel 
Use duct-tape to repair something 
Sprout seeds 
Take a click ballpoint pen apart 
Use a hairbrush on someone else 
Use a dustpan and brush 
Put Mentos in a bottle of Pepsi 
Tie a ribbon 
Take the cushions off the couch and make them into a dragon 
Take a large box, make it into a vehicle or a building 
Make box city 
Use a blanket to make a tent under the table 
Wind-up the vacuum cleaner cord 
Change the vacuum cleaner bag 
Put up a tent 
Pack an over night bag 
 
Cooking 
Unpack groceries 
Make lunch bag 
After cooking put things away: in fridge, in trash, in sink 
Serving everybody cake 
Serving spaghetti with tongs 
Serving your little brother mashed potato with a spoon 
Using an egg slicer, potato masher, rotary egg whisk, flour sieve, garlic press, cookie 
cutter, rolling pin, watermelon baller, butter curler 
Sieve flour, Crush garlic,  
Mash avocado, banana or potato with potato masher.  
Measure a cup, tablespoon or teaspoon of an ingredient in recipe 
Spreading celery with cheese  
Grease a cake tin 
Making pop-corn 
Spreading muffins with butter and jam 
Cutting bananas and cucumbers with a plastic knife 
Peanut butter and (jelly, potato chip, banana, or pickle) sandwich 
Mash potatoes 
Baste a turkey 
Drain lukewarm pasta with a sieve 
Add milk and sliced fruit or nuts to cereal 
Knead dough 
Make chocolate milk 
Boil an egg, peel it and slice it using an egg slicer  
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Dye an egg 
Slice a banana lengthways and spread with peanut butter 
Make a banana split 
Make popcorn with an air popper 
Make smores (gram crackers, cooked marshmallows, and chocolate 
Make Candy Cane Coolers (Stick a candy cane into an orange and suck.  In a few minutes 
the candy cane will begin to act like a straw.) 
Make orange juice from frozen concentrate 
Make ice cubes  
Make Kool-Aid popsicles 
Make cheese and cracker hors d’oeuvres  
Frost a cake or put candles on it 
Slice cheese with wire cheese slicer 
Make a lettuce, peach and cottage cheese salad 
Make watermelon balls 
Tear lettuce for salad 
Use fingers to break-off the ends of fresh green beans 
Make an ice cream soda or a milk shake 
Open a box of breakfast cereal 
Put out the vitamins 
Set the table 
With eyes closed, name the fruit (or other taste) in your mouth 
With eyes closed name the smell 
With eyes closed, use only your hands to identify apple, tomato, orange, and pickle 
slices 
Pick apples, pears, or corn 
Feed or water the dog or cat or feed the fish 
Harvest rhubarb, lettuce, tomatoes or herbs. 
Cook a hot dog over a fire 
Put food in compost 
 

Sarah Measures 


